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foundation. The public has become accustomed to earthquake
and processes further information within this

ABSTRACT
Earthquake prediction research has
searched for both informational phenomena, those that provide information about earthquake hazards useful to the
public, and causal phenomena, causally related to the physical
processes governing failure on a fault, to improve our understanding of those processes. Neither informational nor causal
phenomena are a subset of the other. I propose a classification
of potential earthquake predictors of informational, causal,
and predictive phenomena, where predictors are causal phenomena that provide more accurate assessments of the earthquake hazard than can be gotten from assuming a random
distribution. Achieving higher, more accurate probabilities
than a random distribution requires much more information
about the precursor than just that it is causally related to the

probabilities
context.

In this new environment, I believe we must clarify the
difference between informational phenomena and causal precursors and where, if anywhere, they overlap. To do so, I
propose a grouping similar to the meteorological categories of
climate and weather. If climate is what one expects and
weather is what one gets, then earthquake climate is the hazard
we expect from the known aggregate rates of earthquake
occurrence, and earthquake weather would be the prediction
of earthquakes from phenomena related to the failure of one
particular patch of a fault. Nonprecursory informational phenomena are a type of climate, causal precursors are weather
phenomena, and predictive precursors are weather phenomena that predict earthquakes with a probability greater than
expected from the climate. In this paper, I will classify
proposed earthquake precursors into these three categories.
Causal precursors, informational phenomena, and predictive
precursors should all continue to be the focus of scientific
study, but only the latter two should be the basis for public

earthquake.

Research in earthquake prediction has two potentially compatible but distinctly different objectives: (i) phenomena that
provide us information about the future earthquake hazard
useful to those who live in earthquake-prone regions and (ii)
phenomena causally related to the physical processes governing failure on a fault that will improve our understanding of
those processes. Both are important and laudable goals of any
research project, but they are distinct. We can call these
informational phenomena and causal precursors.
It is obvious that not all causal precursors are informational.
We investigate phenomena related to the earthquake process
long before we have enough information to tell the public
about a significant change in the earthquake hazard. In
addition, however, not all informational phenomena are
causal. We use the geologically and seismologically determined
rates of past earthquake occurrence to assess the earthquake
hazard in a socially useful way without knowing anything about
the failure processes active on a fault. What, if anything, lies at
the intersection of these two groups is perhaps the greatest
goal of earthquake prediction (Fig. 1).
Much of the early research in earthquake prediction in the
1970s was directed toward causal earthquake precursors. The
laboratory research showing dilatancy and strain softening
preceding rock failure encouraged many to believe that precursors arising from these processes could be measured in the
field (e.g., refs. 1 and 2). When field measurements did not live
up to this expectation, research in the 1980s began to shift
toward nonprecursory processes, earthquake rates, and earthquake forecasting (e.g., ref. 7). In the last few years, as the
informational capacity of rate analyses has been more fully
explored, interest is beginning to return to possibly causal
precursors. However, our approach to the research and our
communication with the public now rests on a different

policy.

Classifications

Nonprecursory information predicts the earthquakes expected
from the previously recorded rates of earthquakes. Because
these estimates are based on rates, they include no implied time
to the mainshock. We use an arbitrary time to express the
probabilities, but the probability is flat with time, except when
the rate itself varies with time, as in an aftershock sequence.
Nonprecursory information does not require assumptions
about the earthquake failure process such as stress state (i.e.,
earthquakes happen when the stress goes up) or in any way
relate to the failure process of any particular event.
Causal precursors, in contrast, are deterministic and in some
way causally related to the occurrence of one particular
earthquake. Just as in weather where a hurricane must travel
to shore before the rain and winds begin, the search for
precursors assumes that something must happen before the
earthquake can begin. Even if the temporal relationship to the
mainshock is not understood, precursors assume that a temporal relationship exists.
Predictive precursors assume a causal relationship with the
mainshock and provide information about the earthquake
hazard better than achievable by assuming a random distribution of earthquakes. Because these are precursors, these imply
a defined time for the mainshock. To achieve predictive
precursors, we must know much more about the phenomenon
than simply that it exists.
We can classify phenomena related to the earthquake
process into these three categories by considering the temporal
distribution and the assumptions behind the analysis of that
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FIG. 1. Classification of earthquake-related

phe nomena.

phenomenon. Nonpredictive information is derive d from rates
and assumes a random distribution about that ]rate. Causal
precursors assume some connection and understa nding about
the failure process. To be a predictive precursor, a phenomenon not only must be related to one particular earthquake
sequence but also must demonstrably provide mc)re information about the time of that sequence than achieved by assuming
a random distribution.
Let us consider some examples to clarify these differences.
Determining that southern California averages two earthquakes above M5 every year and, thus, that the annual
probability of such an event is 80% is clearly useful, but
nonprecursory, information. On the other hand, iif we were to
record a large, deep strain event on a fault 2 da)Is before an
earthquake on that fault we would clearly call it a causal
precursor. However, it would not be a predictivre precursor
because recording a slip event does not guarante-e an earthquake will then occur, and we do not know ho)w much the
occurrence of that slip event increases the probaibility of an
earthquake. The only time we have clearly recori ded such an
event in California (3), it was not followed by an earthquake.
To be able to use a strain event as a predictive prrecursor, we
would need to complete the difficult process of (determining
how often strain events precede mainshocks ancI how often
they occur without mainshocks. Merely knowing t hat they are
causally related to an earthquake does not allow uis to make a
useful prediction.
Long-Term Phenomena
Long-term earthquake prediction or earthquake forecasting
has extensively used earthquake rates for nonpreecursory information. The most widespread application has b)een the use
of magnitude-frequency distributions from the seismologic
record to estimate the rate of earthquakes and the probability
of future occurrence (4). This technique provides t he standard
estimate of the earthquake hazard in most reg ions of the
United States (5). Such an analysis assumes only t hat the rate
of earthquakes in the reporting period does not vary significantly from the long-term rate (a sufficient timie being an
important requirement) and does not require any <issumptions
about the processes leading to one particular eve nt.
It is also possible to estimate the rate of earthqiuakes from
geologic and geodetic information. The recurren ce intervals
on individual faults, derived from slip rates and eestimates of
probable slip per event, can be summed over ma ny faults to
estimate the earthquake rate (6-8). These analyises assume
only that the slip released in earthquakes, averageci over many
events, will eventually equal the total slip represe nted by the
geologic or geodetic record. Use of a seismic raite assumes
nothing about the process leading to the occurrrence of a
particular event.

(1996)

A common extension of this approach is the use of
conditional probabilities to include information about the
time of the last earthquake in the probabilities (9-11). This
practice assumes that the earthquake is more likely at a given
time and that the distribution of event intervals can be
expressed with some distribution such as a Weibull or normal
distribution. This treatment implies an assumption about the

physics underlying the earthquake failure process-that a

critical level of some parameter such as stress or strain is
necessary to trigger failure. Thus, while long-term rates are
nonprecursory, conditional probabilities assume causality-a physical connection between two succeeding characteristic events on a fault.
For conditional probabilities to be predictive precursors
(i.e., they provide more information than available from a
random distribution), we must demonstrate that their success
rate is better than that achieved from a random distribution.
The slow recurrence of earthquakes precludes a definitive

but what data we have do not yet support this
assessment, The
hypothesis. largest scale application of conditional probabilities is the earthquake hazard map prepared for world-wide
plate boundaries by McCann et al. (12). Kagan and Jackson
(13) have argued that the decade of earthquakes since the
issuance of that map does not support the hypothesis that
conditional probabilities provide more accurate information
than the random distribution.
Another way to test the conditional probability approach is
to look at the few places where we have enough earthquake
intervals to test the periodicity hypothesis. Three sites on the
San Andreas fault in California-Pallet Creek (14), Wrightwood (15), and Parkfield (16)-have relatively accurate dates
for more than four events. The earthquake intervals at those
sites (Fig. 2) do not support the hypothesis that one event
interval is significantly more likely than any others. We must
therefore conclude that a conditional probability that assumes
that an earthquake is more likely at a particular time compared
to the last earthquake on that fault is a deterministic approach
that has not
been shown to
more accurate

yet

produce

probabilities than a random distribution.
Intermediate-Term Phenomena

Research in phenomena related to earthquakes in the intermediate term (months to a few years) generally assumes a

causal relationship with the mainshock. Phenomena such as
changes in the pattern of seismic energy release (19), seismic
quiescence (20), and changes in coda-Q (21) have all assumed
a causal connection to a process thought necessary to produce

the earthquake (such as accumulation of stress). These phenomena would thus all be classified as causal precursors and
because of the limited number of cases, we have not yet
demonstrated that any of these precursors is predictive.
Research into intermediate-term variations in rates of seismic activity falls into a gray region. Changes in the rates of
earthquakes over years and decades have been shown to be

statistically significant (22) but without agreement as to the
cause of the changes. Some have interpreted decreases in the
rate to be precursory to large earthquakes (20). Because a
decreased rate would imply a decreased probability of a large

earthquake on a purely Poissonian basis, this approach is
clearly deterministically causal. However, rates of seismicity
have also increased, and these changes have been treated in
both a deterministic and Poissonian analysis.
One of the oldest deterministic analyses of earthquake
rates is the seismic cycle hypothesis (23-25). This hypothesis
assumes that an increase in seismicity is a precursory response to the buildup of stress needed for a major earthquake and deterministically predicts a major earthquake
because of an increased rate. Such an approach is clearly
causal and has not been tested for its success against a
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strain rates, and geoelectrical phenomena are related to the
of earthquakes clearly requires some causality.
They are usually thought to be related to an acceleration of
strain premonitory to failure of the mainshock. From lack of
sufficient data, they have not yet been tested for success
compared to random occurrence.
The use of potential foreshocks to assess the earthquake
hazard is sometimes causal and sometimes not. At first, it
would appear that the use of foreshocks must be causal because
we often assume we are looking at a special relationship
between foreshock and mainshock. However, in practice, the
use of foreshocks in making public assessments has often been
based
on simple rates.
t
cluster and the occurrence of one earthquake

400

tEarthquakes

increases the rate of other

earthquakes

in that

region

as

described by Omori's Law (26). This rate decreases with time.
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FIG. 2. The number of intervals versus the lengthi of the interval in
years for three sections of the San Andreas fault. (
(data from ref. 16); (Middle) Pallet Creek (data firom ref. 14) and
(Lower) Wrightwood (data from ref. 18).

random distribution. How to test against rand(om distribution
is also the question raised by the other approach to intermediate-term rate changes, which is to sal y that with an
unknown cause behind the rate change, we stil11 know that the
rate has changed and the new rate should be the basis for a
random assessment. This is philosophically noncausal but
requires a consistent approach to the questio)ns of when is a
rate change real or fluctuation and how to alpproximate the
real rate at any instant.
Short-Term Phenomena

Short-term earthquake prediction has been atte empted through
analysis of foreshocks and of nonseismic poter itial precursors.
To assume that phenomena such as ground water changes,

A random distribution about this time-variant rate predicts the
probability of aftershocks in the sequence (27). Although an
assumption of relationship is implicit in defining a cluster in
which to assess the rate, this process does not require assumptions about what is causing the earthquake to happen. This
procedure has been used to make statements to the public
about the possibility of damaging aftershocks in California
(28).
The same equations have been used to assess the probability
that an earthquake is a foreshock by allowing the magnitude
of the "aftershock" to be greater than the mainshock. Using
average California values for the parameters in the equations,
this approach predicts a rate of foreshocks before mainshocks
comparable to that actually seen in California (6%). Thus this
use of foreshocks is essentially noncausal because it assesses
the consequences of a rate without looking at what is the
physical connection between a foreshock and its mainshock.
Public statements about these rates include an arbitrary time
window. A 72-hr window is often used as a practical choice to
...incorporate most of the hazard in the time-variant rate.
Foreshocks would be precursory to a particular event if a
foreshock discriminant could be recognized. If we found some
characteristic of foreshocks that differentiated them from
other earthquakes, we would be looking at information about
the failure process. However, no discriminant for foreshocks
has yet been recognized.
One other use of foreshocks that is precursory in principle
is the use of fault-specific foreshock probabilities (29, 30). In
this scheme, the probability that an earthquake near a major
fault may be a foreshock to the characteristic mainshock for
that fault is calculated by assuming that foreshocks are part of
the mainshock process and that the rates of foreshock occurrence are a function of the mainshock rates and not the
background seismicity. Even though this system includes no
recognizable difference between foreshocks and background
seismicity, it assumes a theoretical difference. In a sense, the
foreshock discriminant is the location of the earthquake near
a major fault.
Whether these fault-specific foreshock probabilities are
predictive precursors has still not been completely tested.
Although much of the data used in determining these probabilities are available, such as rate of background seismicity, a
fundamental quantity, the rate at which foreshocks precede
mainshocks is not well defined. Because this quantity so
strongly controls the answers, I do not feel that we can a priori
assume that correct mathematics means a correct answer. We
need to compare the probabilities calculated with this system
with the actual occurrences of earthquakes to determine if
these foreshocks are truly precursory or demonstrate convincingly that we know the rate at which foreshocks precede
mainshocks. An analysis of all foreshocks recorded worldwide
might provide enough information, but the data to do this have
not yet been collected.
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Discussion

Informational

The last few decades of research in earthquake prediction have
increased our understanding of the earthquake process and led
to several methods for producing useful estimates of the
seismic hazard (Table 1). However, as yet we have found no
phenomena that can provide us information about the timing
of a particular earthquake any better than we could achieve
through assuming a random distribution of events (Fig. 3).
Because the public is driven by an emotional need for
earthquake prediction only partially connected to practical
need, scientists have an even greater responsibility to communicate carefully their findings in earthquake prediction. By this,
I do not mean keeping quiet about results. After every major
earthquake, a rumor spreads that scientists know the time of
another earthquake but are keeping quiet to avoid panic. Our
only defense against this rumor is to make sure that it is never
true. Our obligation is to communicate our results in the
clearest possible way, including when possible a statistical
assessment of their validity. When such is not possible, we
should clearly acknowledge this and not expect these results to
be the basis of public policy.
Research should be separate from public policy, and the
criteria for public use of earthquake information should be
independent of the criteria for scientific study. I propose that
public policy should be based only on informational phenomena and, when they become available, predictive precursors. By
this I mean that probabilities for public use, both short-term
warnings and long-term forecasts for land-use planning,
should be derived only from historical, geodetic, or geologic
rates of activity and precursors that have been demonstrated
to provide more accurate information than the rates alone. We
cannot justify expenditures if we have not demonstrated that
our assessment is better than random. This approach to public
policy is independent of scientific research where we must
continue the research into causal precursors both for our
understanding of the physics of earthquakes and for any future
hope of obtaining a predictive precursor.
At this time, no precursors have been proven to be predictive. Two different classes of models of how earthquakes occur
that are currently in vogue imply quite different predictions
about whether predictive precursors will ever be achievable.
These two classes are failure models and triggering models.
Failure models assume that a fault is pushed to failure and a
critical level of some parameter is needed before failure can
occur. Combined with laboratory findings of strain softening
(31), these models suggest that changes in seismicity or strain
could be signs of precursory deformation that leads to failure
of the fault and thus that predictive precursors are an attainable goal. Triggering models (17, 32) assume a much more
chaotic system, where potential triggers such as small earthquakes or strain events could occur regularly but only trigger
Table 1. Phenomena used in earthquake hazards and prediction
Predictive
Predictors
precursors
Precursors
Magnitude-frequency
Long-term conditional
distributions
probabilities
Moment release from
geologic slip rates
Seismic quiescence
TIPs

Coda-Q

Changes in seismic rate
Seismic cycle

Aftershocks
Foreshocks

Site-specific foreshocks
TIPS, time of increased

probability.

Phenomena

Predictive
Precursors

(1996)
Causal
Precursors

FIG. 3. The holy grail of earthquake prediction: predictive precur-

sors.

a large earthquake some of the time, when the system is
unstable. This model suggests that even though potential
triggers are observed, assessing the probability of a major event
will be difficult because we cannot discriminate between the
potential and actual triggers.
The two models imply quite different temporal relationships
of the precursor or trigger to the earthquake. A causal failure
model, especially when drawing on accelerated creep as a
mechanism, implies a distinct time to failure and thus a
probability function for the earthquake as shown in Fig. 4A. It
implies a deterministic relationship with the probability function expressing our uncertainty in our knowledge of the
relationship. A triggering model would have a probability
function expressing the likelihood that that event would actually be able to trigger the mainshock. Drawing on the evidence
of aftershocks, we often assume that the potential for triggering decreases quickly with time as shown in Fig. 4B.
Either model requires much more data to make precursors
or triggers useful to the public. The Agnew and Jones (29)
analysis of foreshocks can be applied to all potential earthquake precursors and demonstrates the data needed to quantify the risk from a precursor. The probability that an earthquake that is either a foreshock (F) or a background earth-

A
Time of
Precursor

Time

B
Time of

Time

Trigger
FIG. 4. The temporal distribution of probability associated with
failure models of earthquake occurrence (A), and triggering models of
earthquake occurrence (B).
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quake (B) and we cannot tell which will be followed by a
characteristic earthquake (C) is then the ratio of the number
of foreshocks to the total number of events or

P(F)
(CFP(CIF)
P(F)P(B
+ P(B)'
P(F)

[1]

Assuming the rate of foreshocks is the rate at which foreshocks
precede mainshocks [P(F C)] times the mainshock rate, P(F)
P(F C)*P(C), then
P(C)*P(F C)
[2]
P(CIF) = P(C)*P(FI C) + P(B)'
Thus, the probability of a characteristic earthquake on the fault
after a potential foreshock is a function of the rate of background earthquakes [P(B)], the rate of mainshocks [P(C)] and
the rate at which foreshocks preceded mainshocks [P(F[C)].
For other precursors, the probability of an earthquake after
the phenomenon has occurred depends on the long-term
probability of the mainshock, the false alarm rate of the
phenomenon, and the rate at which that phenomenon precedes
the mainshock. Collecting the data to determine the last two
quantities will require much effort beyond demonstrating a
=

correlation with the mainshock.
Conclusions

Phenomena related to earthquake prediction can be broken
into three classes: (i) phenomena that provide information
about the earthquake hazard useful to the public, (ii) precursors that are causally related to the failure process of a
particular earthquake, and (iii) the intersection of these two
classes, predictive precursors that are causally related to a
particular earthquake and provide probabilities of earthquake
occurrence greater than achievable from a random distribution. In the long term, probabilities derived from geologic rates
and historic catalogs are predictors, while conditional probabilities are precursors. Aftershock and foreshock probabilities
derived from time-decaying rates are predictors, whereas all
other investigated phenomena are precursors. At this time, no
phenomenon has been shown to do better than random, and
we have no predictive precursors so far. The data necessary to
prove a better than random success are much greater than that
needed to show a causal relationship to an earthquake.
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